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Kite / Introducing new 
designs to the Kite family
by Jonas Wagell for 
Wendelbo
The Kite modular sofa by Swedish designer Jonas Wagell is 
defined by its timeless aesthetic and luxuriously exquisite 
dimensions, paired with Wendelbo’s inherent expertise in 
upholstered designs. Now, the aesthetics of Kite are introduced 
to a series of new silhouettes through the typologies of high 
back sofas and club chairs.

The Kite high back sofa acts as a natural extension of the original Kite design, featuring 
thinly upholstered panels with a kite-like look, breathing a distinctive character into 
the form while making for a strictly linear outline that is combined with the soft 
and curvy inner. With its high back identity, the design adds a sense of privacy and 
shelter to modern spaces with the soft panels enhancing the acoustics while seated 
in conversation.

With the Kite Club Chair, Wagell wanted to do more than simply scale down the sofa 
into a one-seater version. Instead, the designer sought to create a complimentary chair 
that had a slightly smaller footprint yet shared the expression of the Kite design and, 
through that, expanded the possibilities of the series. The Kite Club Chair has a softly 
inviting shape through its curved back, made in a single upholstered piece, breathing 
a sense of elegance into any space. Finding character in the smallest of things, Wagell 
also added quilted seams from top to bottom on the curved back, making a touch of 
refined craftsmanship while highlighting the voluminous shape of the very back itself.
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Jonas Wagell

Collection: 

Club chair:  

L81 x W76 x H74 cm 

High back: 

1.5 str.: L126 x W90 x H130 cm

2.5 str.: L186 x W90 x H130 cm

Prices: 

Club Chair: 

From 1.212 EUR ex VAT

From 1.653 USD ex VAT
 

High back:

From 2.545 EUR ex VAT

From 3.472 USD ex VAT
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